CURRICULUM INPUTS OF NURSERY FOR THE MONTHS OF OCTOBER,NOVEMBER,
DECEMBER 2018
Animals
 Recognizes Pet, Domestic and Wild animals

 Talks about young ones, food, sounds and habitat of the animals.

Lamb

Sheep

 Solves riddles related to animals.
E.g. –I am a pet animal
I like to eat bones
I live in a kennel
My babies are called puppies
I am a...
Answer: Dog
 Recites rhymes on animals.
E.g.--

Sheep Pen

Water Animals
 Identifies different water animals e.g. crocodile, turtle,
dolphin etc.

 Recites rhymes on water animals.
e.g. Here is my turtle,
He lives in a shell…….
 Solves riddles on water animals.
e.g. I live in water,
I have eight legs,
Who am I?
I am an Octopus
Birds
 Identifies common birds observed during nature walk, e.g. crow, mynah, sparrow,
pigeon, parrot, peacock, koel, duck etc.
 Listens to different sounds of the birds during nature walk and tries to imitate them.

Sparrow

Mynah

 Recites rhymes related to birds.
e.g. Two little dicky birds,
sitting on a tree…
 Puts together 5-6 pieces of a bird puzzle.
 Solves riddles on birds.
e.g. I can fly,
I am black in colour,
I say caw caw, caw
Who am I?
I am a Crow
 Draws birds with shapes.

Alphabets
 Recognizes capital and small letters and their phonetic sounds
( Nn-Ww).

 Matches capital letter cards with the corresponding small letter cards.

 Traces sand paper letters

 Matches letter cards with corresponding picture cards.

 Draws pictures related to the letters
 Recites alphabet rhymes with actions
 Plays alphabet games like treasure hunt, alphabet race, finding the odd one out etc.
Numbers
 Identifies numbers (6-10).

 Counts and takes out objects from the surprise basket according to the number
called by the teacher.

 Recognizes the number and draws objects according to the given number.
 Traces numbers on sand paper

 Revises all numbers (0-5) through various activities.
 Plays various number games e.g ‘-Dog and the bone’, ‘ Fire on the mountain’ etc.
 Recites number rhymes
e.g- Five little ducks went out to play……..
Revisits Shapes
 Revisits different shapes.
 Makes objects like animals, birds etc. with shapes.

Winter Season
 Observes and talks about changes in the weather e.g. short days, cold and foggy
mornings.
 Talks about different clothes we wear in the winter season. (e.g. cap, muffler, jacket,
gloves etc.)

 Talks about things one likes to eat or drink during the winter season e.g. hot soup, gajar
ka halwa etc.

 Talks about the ways by which we can keep ourselves warm. (sitting near the fire, using
room heater)

Activities across the theme –





Annual Sports Day
A Visit to Zoo
Pet Day-Brings his/her pet animals and talks about them.
Celebrates festivals like Dusshera ,Durga puja, Gandhi Jayanti, Diwali , Gurupurab,
Children’s Day and Christmas
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